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SiteSite
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“Brighton & Hove is a tightly constrained, compact city with a population of 
290,395 situated between the South Downs National Park and the sea. There is 
limited scope for outward expansion and new development over the past two  
decades has occurred almost exclusively on brownfield land”
Brighton and Hove Housing Action Delivery Plan

SPACE ABOVESPACE ABOVE
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SiteSite    
20m strip to the north of Brighton Station behind the car park: combatting this 20m strip to the north of Brighton Station behind the car park: combatting this 
wasteland space will require a design to operate vertically, raising a potential       wasteland space will require a design to operate vertically, raising a potential       
interaction into the sky.interaction into the sky.
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                           1:200  EXISTING  SITE  PLAN

Identification of wasteland space within 20m strip, area currently owned by National Rail but site is available to construct on above. 
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1:100  EXISTING  SITE  SECTION 
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SpaceSpace
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1:100  MASSING  SPACE  ON  SITE 
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The stack of space created by Anselm 
Kiefer was designed to represent his      
religious beliefs. I have isolated one of 
his towers to highlight the architectural 
intent I see in it: the simplicity in its form,    
the literal stacking of space, increasing          
capacity within the small footprint. 
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1:100  KEIFER  INTERACTION  STACKING 

Stacking the space on site creates the 
opportunity for a larger number of 
homeless to occupy one site, bringing 
with it the capacity for the growth of 
a community between them. It brings 
forward the question, how will they 
transition between their own spaces? 
Where will be the lines between public
and private? 
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1:20  INITIAL  SOLO  ACCOMMODATION  PLAN  &  SECTION

Giving rough sleepers the basic needs of a shelter,         
focusing design around what may be familar: their bed, a 
toilet, place to store their belongings.

Perminance and privacy: the ability to be alone in the  
quiet and warmth of a space they can call their own. 

A large window to keep them connected to the outside 
world creating a sense of familiarity with nature.

ShelterShelter
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Sussex Heights is an existing tower block in 
Brighton. It, like many tower blocks, consists 
of a central circulation block surrounded 
by rooms. This creates disconnect between     
residents and leads to involuntary dark spaces 
that invite crime. 

In my design I am aiming to create                    
a community. I will have to devise a way          
to circulate the building from the outside,        
encouraging light and interaction and create 
defendable spaces that the residents can call 
their own.

TOWERTOWERSTACKSTACK
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1:50  INITIAL  STACK  SOLO  ACCOMMODATION
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PersonalityPersonality
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1:200  INITIAL INDIVIDUAL MASTERPLANS

All stories taken from the      
Homelessness Stories website.

https://homelessstories.co.uk/

Having suffered abuse as a child, 
Alex eventually left home and became      
homeless.

Alex

Cecelia was let down on accommodation 
that she was promised and they ended up 
homeless.

Cecelia and her family

Peter struggled with autism growing up 
which made it difficult to find work with 
no one understanding his condition. With 
no money to pay the bills, he was cast out 
and his child taken away from him.

Peter & his young child
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A brutal knife attack ruined                     
Flavio’s football career and he ended up        
homeless.

Flavio

“you don’t realise the importance 
of a home until you lose it”

Due to so called friends taking                 
advantage of her  learning difficulties, 
Sharon  ended up homeless.

Sharon

Micheal & his partner found themselves 
unemployed, and then homeless, after 
many years serving in the RAF.

Micheal & his partner

When designing for a community, the          
desire of individuals has to be considered. 
Those who find themselves sleeping rough 
are rarley considered as individuals and as 
such grouped into an undesirable category of       
society. In my first proposal each apartment 
was designed to be compact this further 
pushed these individuals into a disregarded 
space of the public: hiding them. 

So I will now consider the different groups of 
individuals that may become homeless, giving 
them personalised spaces that make a mark 
on the landscape.

IndividualityIndividuality
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Key

1. Balcony Garden
2. Bicycle
3. Bean Bag
4. Lamp
5. Book on Bedside Table
6. Lamp on Bedside Table
7. Large Teddy Bear
8. Clothes in Wardrobe
9. Shoes in Wardrobe
10. Towel on Rail

11. Bath Mat
12. Toothbrush & Toothpaste
13. Basin & Taps
14. Toilet & Loo Roll 
15. Shower Curtain 
16. Shower Head
17. Shampoo & Shower Gel

1:100 Partner + Baby Apartment Plan
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Sketch Proposal Interaction with Site
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SocialSocial
public privatepublic private
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To prevent isolation among the community of my 
STACK the occupants will share spaces,  forcing 
them into social situations, encouraging conversa-
tion. Discussion amongst those who share similar 
circumstances will create companionship as they 
find people who understand their situations and 
support each other. Participation in the social ac-
tivity of cooking and down-time in a natural space 
will improve communication skills and give the 
occupants time to improve mental health.

Kitchen & GardenKitchen & Garden
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1:200  INITIAL  COMMUNAL  KITCHEN
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Possibility for an outdoor social area -         
garden. The introduction of a private natural             
environment for resisdents as a    
re-introduction to nature.

Separate floor from cooking to eat and         
socialise - understanding that there are a 
number of separate activities that occur in 
a kitchen social area that require different  
spaces.

Each flat in the Stack now has their own  cook-
ing area, in response to understanding that 
meal times are universal and so there must 
be the ability for all to cook alongisde in the 
communal kitchen.

1:200  ADAPTED  SOCIAL  SPACES
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The Communal KitchenThe Communal Kitchen

As a place to create positive social interactions 
the communal kitchen offers little hope from 
experience. Conflict between intent of use,       
cleanliness and cooking styles, more often than 
not lead to disagreement. 

A separate social scape away from the               
independance of the apartments is key, cooking 
however is a personal activity and needs to be 
treated as such. 1:500  PLANS

1:200  WALKING  SECTION
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                        1:100

1st floor now Alex’s 

Floorplan mostly the same as 
previous first floor to ensure 
that the same columns can be 
used for the design: changing 
the uses of the space to input 
a kitchen.

2nd Floor now Peter & his 
young child

Increased size of second floor 
floorplan to accommodate 
for the change of inhabitance. 
Shifted so that the weight 
of the floor is on top of the      
previous ceiling. 

3rd Floor Cecelia and her   
family

Social and kitchen space at the 
front of apartment connects 
this space to the balcony.
Private bedrooms at the rear 
path through apartment from 
social space to private space.

IndividualityIndividuality
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4th Floor Sharon

5th Floor Flavio

6th Floor Micheal & his partner
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Independant KitchensIndependant Kitchens
Up until now cooking has been considered a group Up until now cooking has been considered a group 
activity and although we want to encourage the   activity and although we want to encourage the   
creation and conservation of their communities creation and conservation of their communities 
moving from sleeping rough back to society implies moving from sleeping rough back to society implies 
more responsibility and independance. Learning to more responsibility and independance. Learning to 
cook for yourself creates responsibility and inde-cook for yourself creates responsibility and inde-
pendance, social aspects within this come through pendance, social aspects within this come through 
gaining confidence to share and talk about it.gaining confidence to share and talk about it.
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Key

1. Potted Plant
2. Football
3. Balcony
4. Bicycle
5. Tall Lamp
6. Bean Bag
7. Large Windowsill
8. Large Teddy Bear
9. Cot
10. Wardrobe
11. Draw
12. Bedside Table & Lamp
13. Bedside Table & Lamp
14. Blanket
15. Blanket

1:50 Partner + Baby Apartment Plan

16. Duvet
17. Pillows
18. Counter-Weight 
19. Lift
20. Lift Controls
21. Potted Plant
22. Folded Push Chair
23. Shoe Rack
24. Dining Room Table
25. Laptop
26. Dining Room Chair
27. Baby Chair
28. Whisk
29. Wash Basin
30. Cook Book

31. Mixing Bowl
32. Rolling PIn
33. Chopping Board with Dough 
on it 
34. Electric Hob
35. Bag of Flour in Cupboard
36. Bottles of Squash
37. Cereal Box
38. Cans of Food
39. Hair Dryer
40. Wash Basin
41. Mirror
42. Toothbrush & Toothpaste
43. Towel on Tower Rack
44. Toilet with Button Flusher

45. Toilet Roll
46. Shower Curtain
47. Bath Mat
48. Shower Curtain Rail
49. Drain & Shower Controls
50. Shampoo & Conditioner
51. Shower Head
52. Floor Grips in Shower
53. Shower Gels
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GardenGarden
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Practicing Acceptance

Moving Beyond Perfectionism

Developing a Growth Mindset 

Connecting with Others

Connecting to Your World

Bathing in Green

Being Present

Physical Exercise

Reducing Stress

Mindful GardenMindful Garden
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Tree TypeTree Type
Brighton is largley populated by elm trees, these can 
grow up to 30 metres tall and require at least 1.5m of 
moist soil for their roots. This is not practical or easily 
achievable for my project. 

Walks around gardens in Hove revealed a large variety 
of fruit trees, these require less space in both aspects 
and so are the more reasonable choice. The growth of 
fruit in a social garden encourages participance in the 
garden from all members of the enclosed community.
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1:100  GARDENGARDEN  SOCIAL  SPACE  &  APARTMENT
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1:50  PLAN  VIEW  BIRDS  EYE
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1:0  ELEVATION  SOUTHERN  FACADE
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MovementMovement
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Thinking about the transition between the kitchen and social gathering space 
and garden. Creating a separate private path from each flat to these spaces.
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I was inspired by the movement 
of cars through private and public 
spaces, transitioning   between 
floors of different heights in 1111 
Lincoln Road. All the movement 
although inside the building, is 
external in that the movement is 
open to the environment. I want 
to create a private open path 
from the solo kitchens to social 
space.
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Sketches exploring the possibility of 
an outdoor stair case leading to the 
Social space and garden. This creates             
a separate journey from arriving at the 
flat to arriving into social situations: 
time to settle gather your thoughts in a 
private space before transitioning to a 
space to socialize.
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Ideas for housing the homeless of Brighton. A STACK  of shelter that 
provides them the opportunity to reflect, grow and be re-introduced 
into the society they had been disregarded from; scheme that could 
be introduced across the city in wasteland sites to provide a hous-
ing solution now. Housing all 78 rough sleepers. 

Housing Housing 
The Homeless Of BrightonThe Homeless Of Brighton



47 1:100  GROUND  FLOOR  PLAN



48 1:100  FIRST  FLOOR  PLAN



49 1:100  SECOND  FLOOR  PLAN



50 1:100  THIRD  FLOOR  PLAN



51 1:100  FOURTH  FLOOR  PLAN



52 1:100  FIFTH  FLOOR  PLAN



53 1:100  SIXTH  FLOOR  PLAN



54 1:100  SEVENTH  FLOOR  PLAN



55 1:100  EIGHTH  FLOOR  PLAN



56 1:100  ROOF  PLAN



1:100  STACK  SECTION


